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END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT  (EULA) FOR GIT KIA/HYUNDAI  EVENT DATA RECORDER SOFTWARE

GIT primarily  makes and selJs automotive  dealer  diagnostic  equipment  to Kia and Hyundai  dealers.  The

Kia/Hyundai  Event Data Recorder  Tool was created  by Global  Information  Technologies  (GIT) and

marketed  by GIT America  in order  allow  Kia and Hyundai  to comply  with  the 49CFR part  563 regulation

requiring  a publicly  available  tool  to read event  data recorders  installed  after  Sept 1, 2012. There  is no

EULA for  the Kia Hyundai  EDR software.  The purpose  of a EULA is to articulate  rules the user must  agree

to, to prevent  unauthorized  reproduction  or use of  the software.  Global  Information  Technologies  (GIT)

uses a different  method  to control  software  use. GIT designed  the software  so that  it can only  be

opened  or run when  an authorized  GIT hardware  interface  is attached  to the computer  running  the

software  (in effect,  making  the interface  act like a "security  dongle"  device).  The hardware  interface  is a

derivative  of  the GIT Kia/Hyundai  dealer  scan tool,  proprietary  to GIT, and it has been customized  to

only  have functionality  as an Event Data Recorder  readout  tool.  The software  is not  sold separately

from  the hardware  and the hardware  is not sold separately  from  the software,  they  are only  sold as a

bundle. Due to the specialized nature of crash investigation  and Kia/Hyundai  having  less than  5%

market share of US vehicle sales in either brand, the total  sales of  Kia/Hyundai  EDR tools  is expected  to
be less than 1,000.  At this  low  volume,  the incentive  for  anyone  to expend  the resources  necessary  to

replicate  the function  of the EDR tool  in competition  with  GIT is relatively  low.

If the user purchases  both  a Kia and a Hyundai  EDR kit, they  will  own  two  hardware  interfaces  and both

sets of software.  The Kia and Hyundai  interfaces  are interchangeable,  both  interfaces  will  run both

softwares,  By using the hardware  interface  as a dongle  and not having  a EULA, GIT allows  the user to

load both  softwares  onto  two  different  laptops  and be able to run either  Kia or Hyundai  software  from

either  laptop,  as long as an authorized  Kia or Hyundai  hardware  interface  is attached  to the laptop.  If a

user wishes  to load the software  onto  a third  or fourth  or fifth  laptop,  GIT is not  concerned  as none of

the copies  of  the software  will  work  unless  the hardware  interface  (dongle)  is attached  to the laptop.

The software  subscription  is similarly  protected  in that  updates  can only  be downloaded  and installed

when  the hardware  interface  dongle  is attached  to the computer.  The server  access is only  granted

when  the user inputs  their  valid userid  and password  that  matches  with  the hardware  interface

registered  to subscription  holder.
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